
...DRIVING UP MASS INCARCERATION

For more than a decade, a steady escalation in

sentencing lengths has served to sustain

elevated incarceration rates across the U.S.

Even as Illinois has adopted reforms aimed at

reducing the prison population, increasingly

long prison terms have offset progress.

...EXACERBATING COURTROOM BIAS

By offering judges wide discretionary power

to lengthen sentences on the basis of a

sweeping array of broadly defined and often

subjective “aggravating” factors, extended

terms exacerbate racial bias in our courts.

...MAGNIFYING RACIAL DISPARITIES

Since 2000, the length of prison terms served

by Black individuals in the U.S. has increased

at nearly twice the pace of white inmates,

even as rates of incarceration among African

Americans have continuously declined.

...UNDERMINING PUBLIC SAFETY

Longer terms have proven ineffective in

deterring crime or preventing recidivism.

Rather, overly punitive and racially targeted

sentencing policies exacerbate structural

inequality and erode public safety.

Take Action: http://bit.ly/EndExtendedTerms

HB 5010 WOULD REFORM ILLINOIS’
RACIALLY BIASED SENTENCING LAWS

HB 5010 would abolish extended term sentencing,

which disportionately targets Black defendants

and serves as a key driver of mass incarceration.

WHAT ARE "EXTENDED TERMS"?
"Extended terms" are a draconian feature of

Illinois’ criminal code, which allow the courts to

impose long stretches of additional prison time

onto already excessive sentences. Judges are

authorized to order more stringent extended

terms on the basis of a wide spectrum of loosely

defined “aggravating” factors, in many cases

doubling an individual’s sentence length.

HOW WOULD HB 5010 BENEFIT ILLINOIS?
HB 5010 would foster racial equity and justice in

our communties. The measure would take critical

steps to reverse mass incarceration, divest public

dollars away from the toxic prison state, and allow

Illinois to redirect resources into systems that

promote opportunity and liberation for all.

HB 5010

WCRJ is a grassroots organization fighting for Black

Liberation and a fair and inclusive society that

benefits all people. We organize Black workers and

their families to address the root causes of high rates

of unemployment, low-wage work, and over-

criminalization impacting Black communities. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Louisa Manske, Workers Center for Racial Justice

(WCRJ) by email at louisa@center4racialjustice.org, or

by phone at 773.787.9762

WORKERS CENTER FOR RACIAL JUSTICE

PERPETUATE INEQUITY BY...
EXTENDED TERMS


